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Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi (TAMU-CC) is committed to serving our students with documented disabilities. Students with documented physical, cognitive or psychological disabilities are entitled to appropriate services through our Disability Services (DS) office. Federal law requires that instructors make reasonable adjustments to accommodate the needs of students with documented disabilities as a way to provide those students equal educational access and opportunity. It is the responsibility of the student with a disability to initiate this process by identifying him/herself as well as sharing his/her disability-related needs with the staff of the DS office. This document is designed to explain the policies and procedures of the DS office in an effort to help students understand how to obtain accommodations for their documented disabilities. The policies and procedures adopted by the DS office are in accordance with the professional standards recommended by Association for Higher Education and Disability (AHEAD). For more information regarding these standards see section IX or visit: http://www.ahead.org/. Please Note that these policies and procedures are not contractual in nature and are subject to change with reasonable notice given to students.
I. Eligibility for Services

To be eligible for disability-related services through the DS office, students with permanent disabilities 1) must be qualified under Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act; 2) must self-identify with the DS office; and 3) must present appropriate, comprehensive and current documentation regarding their stated disabilities. Once a student has met these requirements, reasonable accommodations are determined on a case-by-case basis by the staff of the DS office in consultation with the student.

A. The student must be a qualified individual with a disability under section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act (Federal Register, Vol. 45, No. 92, pp. 30937-30944) and the 2008 Americans with Disabilities Act Amendments Act (ADAAA) (PUBLIC LAW 110–325).

(1) The student must be “otherwise qualified”; in other words, the student must
(a) meet the essential, academic and technical standards required for admission or participation within the Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi (TAMU-CC) education program or other activity;
(b) meet the essential eligibility requirements for regular university services; and
(c) meet the requirements of the student code of conduct.

(2) The student must currently have a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life activities.

According to the ADAAA, “In general, major life activities include, but are not limited to, caring for oneself, performing manual tasks, seeing, hearing, eating, sleeping, walking, standing, lifting, bending, speaking, breathing, learning, reading, concentrating, thinking, communicating, and working.”

Additionally, the ADAAA defines a major life activity as including “the operation of a major bodily function, including but not limited to, functions of the immune system, normal cell growth, digestive, bowel, bladder, neurological, brain, respiratory, circulatory, endocrine, and reproductive functions.”

B. To be eligible for services, the student must self-identify and complete the intake process with the Disability Services (DS) office. To receive accommodations, the student must present comprehensive and current documentation regarding his/her stated disability.

(1) Self-Identification: To self-identify, the student must complete an intake interview with the DS Director or Assistant Director and sign all appropriate accommodation agreements, releases of information and other required forms.
(a) Students must self-identify in a timely manner: Students should make an appointment for an intake interview as soon as they are accepted at TAMU-CC and have made the decision to attend. For out-of-state students, this meeting should take place as soon as the student arrives on campus.
(b) If interpreter services or special equipment are needed, students should notify the DS Director by telephone, TDD, or email immediately upon acceptance. To provide the most efficient services, a one-month notice is beneficial. In some cases, the cost of interpreting services may be shared between the university and the Department of Assistive and Rehabilitative Services (DARS).

The student must contact their DARS counselor to determine if a special contract will need to be developed.

(2) Documentation of a student’s disability(ies) must be obtained from a qualified professional. For more information, see section “Documentation Requirements”.
II. Documentation Requirements

It is the responsibility of the student to provide information that verifies that the student's condition meets the definition of a disability as defined by applicable laws (i.e., Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and the ADA Amendments Act of 2008). Federal Law requires that requests for services for students with disabilities be considered on an individual, case-by-case basis.

Sources of information used for determining a disability and/or accommodations may include a student’s self-report, direct observation and interaction with the student, and/or documentation from qualified evaluators or professionals.

Student Self-Report:

Students should complete the Application for Services, which provides students an opportunity to describe their disability and accommodations they are hoping to receive. Students may supplement the Application with an additional narrative by providing a letter that further describes their disability and/or accommodations they are requesting. Students may consider including information about their experiences related to their disability, barriers faced, and previous accommodations (effective or ineffective).

Documentation:

Disability related documentation should provide information on the functional impact of the disability so that effective accommodations can be identified. Criteria for the source, scope and content of documentation differs by disability type. Documentation may include assessments, reports, and/or letters from qualified evaluators, professionals, or institutions. Common sources of documentation are health care providers, psychologists, diagnosticians, and/or information from a previous school (e.g., accommodation agreements/letters, 504, IEP, or ARD documents).

Suggested Documentation Elements:

1. Typed on letterhead, dated, and signed by a qualified professional
2. Diagnostic Statement with any related diagnostic methodology (diagnostic criteria and/or procedures)
3. Functional limitations or symptoms (Limitations inform which accommodations are appropriate)
4. Severity and/or expected progression
5. Current medication(s) and any related side-effects
6. Current and/or past accommodations
7. Any recommended accommodations

(1) Texas A&M University-CC (TAMU-CC) reserves the right to determine the appropriateness of submitted documentation and requests for accommodation(s) on a case-by-case basis. Additional information may be requested to determine eligibility for services. Documentation acceptable for other agencies and institutions (e.g., vocational rehabilitation agencies, public schools) may not be sufficient for determining post-secondary services. Generally, an Individualized Education Plan, 504 Plan, or General Education Initiative from a secondary school does not provide thorough information for the documentation of disability and needed accommodations in the post-secondary setting.
B. Assistance and Referral to Obtain Documentation: To be eligible for services, the student must present appropriate documentation from a professional qualified to diagnose his or her disability(ies). The student may be referred for additional documentation if the documentation initially provided is not sufficient. In such cases, a student providing documentation showing good evidence of a disability will be served for one semester on a provisional basis to allow for referral, funding and processing time. TAMU-CC is not required to provide assessment of disabilities or related funding. (See section “Provisional and Temporary Services” for more information.)

III. Provisional and Temporary Services

A. In addition to services provided to students with permanently disabling conditions, the Disability Services (DS) office also provides services on a provisional or temporary basis. Documentation is needed to provide these services. It is to the student’s advantage to provide the documentation either before arriving at the campus or at the initial visit.

(1) Provisional Services: If the student does not have current documentation at the initial interview, provisional services may be provided if the student can provide documentation that he/she has been in special education at the K-12 level or has received accommodation services at another post-secondary institution. If the DS Director or Assistant Director determines through an initial intake screening that there is strong evidence of a disability, provisional services will be provided for a period of one semester (May-semester and Summer sessions will be counted one semester) while the assessment and documentation is in process. Records are reviewed at the beginning of each semester and services are discontinued if documentation is still incomplete or does not meet eligibility requirements for the university.

(2) Temporary Medical Condition: Some medical conditions are temporarily disabling and a student may desire accommodations for a limited amount of time. These conditions may include surgery, accidents, severe illness or any other medical condition that temporarily impairs regular attendance or academic performance. The university is not required by state or federal disabilities laws to provide accommodations for temporary disabilities, but does so out of humane concern. Documentation will be required and, if possible the DS office will provide appropriate accommodations under the condition that by doing so the university does not undertake excessive financial responsibility. Students who need temporary accessible parking (less than 6 weeks) can present a note from their physician to the University Police Department to obtain a temporary (6 weeks) accessible parking placard, and students are encouraged to obtain an accessible parking placard/plate from their county of residence which can be used at school and in the community.

IV. After the Intake Process

A. Determination of accommodations: Using the documentation provided, the student and the Disability Services (DS) Director or Assistant Director will collaboratively determine the most appropriate and reasonable academic adjustments.

(1) Reasonable accommodations appropriate for the disability will be determined based on recommendations in the documentation, standard best professional practices and discussion with the student of past experiences with accommodations. Accommodations requested must
not pose an undue hardship on the financial or administrative resources of the university and should promote the student’s professional self-determination and independence. In general, the professional best practice standards of the Association for Higher Education and Disabilities (AHEAD) will be followed to determine appropriate accommodations.

(2) The student should be aware that there is often a difference in the types of accommodations provided by elementary/secondary schools and post-secondary programs. In general, there are fewer substitutions and modifications at the post-secondary level and more emphasis on student development of learning strategies and skills.

B. Agreements for Frequent Accommodations: To ensure that the student is aware of policies and procedures related to major accommodation services, he/she will be asked to read and sign agreements related to frequently used accommodations. Agreements are developed for assistive hearing and interpreter services, examinations, note-taking, audio-recording classes, reading services, scribe services and for service dogs on campus. Individualized agreements may need to be developed for any other accommodations with complex procedures and responsibilities.

C. Verification of Disability Letters: The DS office will prepare faculty notification letters for each semester the student registers with the office. These letters will verify that the student qualifies for accommodations under the Americans with Disabilities Amendments Act and the Rehabilitation Act as well as indicate the type of accommodations that have been approved through the DS office.

(1) The faculty notification letters are written to respect the student’s confidentiality. The nature of a student’s disability is only shared on a ‘need to know’ basis and only with the student’s written permission.

Accommodations for a particular student may vary somewhat semester-to-semester depending upon the course content of the student’s classes. It is the student’s responsibility to notify the DS Director when a specific course format requires changes or additions.

(2) Students will be notified when faculty notification letters are ready. Each student is expected to pick up his/her letters from the DS office and deliver the letters to his/her professors. Each student is encouraged to deliver the faculty letters in person and to take this opportunity to self-identify with instructors and discuss issues related to the accommodations he/she needs in class. The student decides how much specific information he/she wishes to provide to the faculty in addition to the notification letter.

(3) For students for whom it would be a hardship to deliver the verification of disability letters (i.e., they have a mobility or visual impairment that presents a barrier to delivering letters), the DS office will make arrangements for the letters to be delivered to instructors.

V. Confidentiality Protections and Guidelines

A. Student Rights of Confidentiality and Non-Disclosure: To obtain disability related services, the student must present documentation to the person designated by Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi (TAMU-CC). The Director for Disability Services office is assigned the responsibility for collecting and holding this documentation. All records will be kept in a secure file with limited access. Generally faculty or staff is only given the information that a student has a documented
disability and a need for accommodation(s). The U.S. Department of Justice has indicated that a faculty or staff member generally does not have a need to know what the disability is, only that it has been appropriately verified by the individual (or office) assigned this responsibility on behalf of the institution and that other individuals at the university would have no legal right to demand access to the actual documentation including testing scores, dates or names of professionals providing such documentation.” (Confidentiality & Disability Issues in Higher Education, AHEAD. 1996). The student is protected by law from disclosure of confidential information to other university personnel or external parties, unless proscribed by law or the situation warrants a justifiable “need to know”.

B. ‘Need to Know’ Basis for Release of Documentation Information: The person(s) to whom information would be released is dependent upon a justifiable ‘need to know’. In general, the ‘need to know’ is very limited, unless proscribed by law. Some common needs may be: requests for a course substitution, safety for the student's health or emergency evacuation purposes, special circumstances in campus housing, grievance procedures, and special financial aid considerations.

C. Procedures for Release of Information: The student must sign a release for inter-departmental requests for copies of documentation. If a student requests a copy of his/her documentation, he/she must sign a written request, discuss his/her rights of non-disclosure and review the documentation with the Director. The Director may remove any non-pertinent information before copies are released. If the documentation was received from a vocational rehabilitation agency, the student will be referred to that entity for copies.

D. The extreme exceptions to confidentiality protections would be child abuse (of which reporting is mandatory in most states), suicide or homicidal intent. Confidentiality is not maintained in the case of child abuse, suicidal or homicidal intent or violations of the University Student Code of Conduct. The Disability Services (DS) Director will work with the University Counseling Center and/or the University Police Department in the event that a student expresses an action or intent to harm self or others.

E. Maintenance of Records-Hard Copy A confidential file is maintained on each student. Each file includes information on the student’s demographics, notes on activities performed for the student, correspondence, degree-related information (e.g., class schedules, degree plan, transcripts, etc.) and agreements regarding accommodations. A separate confidential folder is established which contains the documentation of the disability and any ongoing changes in the student’s condition. These files are kept in a locked file cabinet accessible only to the DS Director and DS staff.

(1) Disposal of Records: It is the policy of the DS office to dispose of files of students who have elected not to use DS services or who have withdrawn or graduated from TAMU-CC. A student’s file may be disposed when:

a. a student has not used DS services or made any contact with the DS office in over seven years (with the stipulation that records must be kept at least 7 years after a student turns 18 years old); or

b. a student applied for services, but never provided documentation and therefore never used services, and it has been over a year since date of application.
VI. Student Responsibilities

A. Register with the DS office each semester (including summer sessions). Registering is important for updating records and for notifying the Disability Services (DS) office that a student wants to use DS services for the semester. After registering, students will be asked to meet with the DS Director or Assistant Director to review and update records, forms, faculty notification letters, etc.

B. Early enrollment is essential. DS students are encouraged to enroll early for classes before desired classes are filled. This will require meeting with advisors early. At the time of enrollment, students who use **B line bus transportation** should place a standing order for transportation.

C. Requests for Assistive & Adaptive Equipment. Students need to inform the DS office as early as possible if assistive equipment is needed.

D. Deliver verification of disability letters to your professors. DS students are encouraged to meet with their professors during office hours and give them notice of approved academic accommodations as outlined in the Faculty Notification Letters (FNL’s). Students should also discuss with faculty the specifics as to how examination accommodations will be provided (i.e., proctored by the professor or by DS Exam Services staff).

E. Follow Exam Services procedures. Students are expected to follow the procedures outlined in the pamphlet entitled ‘Exam Services: Student Testing Rules’. These procedures require students to provide DS Exam Services staff with a written schedule of the exams/quizzes to be proctored during the semester by the Exam Services office. If an exam schedule should change at any point in the semester, it is the student’s responsibility to notify the Exam Services office of those changes in writing. The Exam Services office must be notified of a student’s intent to take an exam/quiz at least two (2) business days prior to the exam/quiz date (one (1) working day during summer sessions). Final exams must be scheduled at least two weeks prior to the beginning of finals week. Without sufficient notice, Exam Services may not be able to fulfill a student’s request and the student will have to take the exam/quiz with his/her class.

F. Report needs and problems as they arise. In the event that initial accommodations do not meet a student’s needs or do not seem possible due to the specific requirements of a course, it is the student’s responsibility to contact the DS Director to determine other options.

G. Understand and follow all procedures. Students will keep a copy of the *Policies and Procedures* and other agreement forms from the DS office, and are encouraged to refer to them each semester. Students are responsible for following all DS policies and procedures and for reporting any need for clarifications or changes of agreements with the DS office.

H. Class Attendance. Class attendance policies are determined by each instructor. If a student has chronic health or other disability-related problems that may cause him/her to miss classes, he/she should discuss attendance requirements and options with all professors and the DS Director as early as possible (preferably before enrollment). Using a note-taker, does not excuse a student from attending class. Professors will not excuse absences just because a student has a note-taker.

I. Follow the Student Code of Conduct. Having a documented disability does not excuse a
student from following any Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi (TAMU-CC) rule, policy or procedure. If a student has a behavior disorder, he/she is expected to work with the University Counseling Center or other resources to develop behavior management strategies. The Student Code of Conduct is available on the TAMU-CC web page as well as from the Office of Student Affairs, UC 318.

J. **Referrals by DS office.** Students are expected to follow-up on all referrals in a timely fashion. Students should contact the DS Director if a referral does not meet his/her needs so that other options can be determined.

K. **Tutoring, Study Skills and Time Management Support.** Time management and good study skills are critical to a student’s success. Students are expected to use all resources available, including the Center for Academic Student Achievement (CASA), the Personal Skills Center within the University Counseling Center, and any informal or course-related study groups and seminars. The DS office does not provide tutoring services. Students are expected to contact his/her DARS agency for additional tutorial support.

L. **Emergency Medical Assistance.** Students with a condition that may require emergency assistance during classes (e.g., seizure condition), should meet with each professor during the first week of classes to explain the condition and discuss emergency procedures. It is recommended that students obtain a letter from their physician outlining emergency procedures. These students should also update emergency contact information with the University each semester. This can be done through the Office of Admissions and Records or on line at: http://sail.tamucc.edu/.

M. **Scheduling Appointments with the DS office.** Students should schedule appointments or call in advance to see the DS Director or Assistant Director or to ask for staff assistance. In the case of an emergency, students should contact the DS office as soon as possible. The DS office is open Mondays Wednesdays, and Thursdays from 8 a.m. – 5 p.m., Tuesdays from 8 a.m. – 7 p.m. and Fridays from 8 a.m. – 3 p.m.

**VII. Emergency Procedures**

A. **Campus emergency assistance:** University Police are the first responders on campus for all emergencies. Emergency assistance may be obtained 24 hours a day by contacting University Police at 825-4444 or by pressing the help button on any of the campus emergency ‘blue lights’.

B. **Medical emergencies:** Some students with disabilities experience medical emergencies in the classroom (i.e., seizures, diabetic hypoglycemia, cardiac-related incidents). Students who are concerned that medical emergencies may occur during class are encouraged to obtain a letter from their physician to give to their professors. This letter should give information on the nature of the disability-related emergency and instructions for emergency service providers. As first responders, University Police will provide initial assessment and treatment, and contact other emergency personnel as needed.

C. **Procedures for Emergency Evacuation of Buildings:**

   a) Elevators are not operational during fire and other building evacuation alarms. Therefore in emergencies, some students with disabilities (such as those with limited mobility or visual impairments) may need assistance in evacuating the building. On campus, the Evacu-Trac system is used to assist these students. The campus library and University Center buildings have Evacu-Tracs installed. University Police carry Evacu-Tracs in the trunk of their police cars for use in other buildings.
b) It is important that students take responsibility for their own safety. Students who may need assistance in evacuating buildings during emergencies are encouraged to:

- Speak with professors about their emergency evacuation needs and
- Familiarize themselves with the Evacu-Trac system and emergency exits of all campus buildings. The Disability Services (DS) office can provide a map of emergency exits on campus and can arrange for a demonstration of the Evacu-Trac system.

c) During an emergency, students with disabilities requiring assistance should call University Police at 444-4444. There are telephones in all classrooms. After notifying police, students should go to the nearest “Area of Rescue Assistance” which will be located next to a stairwell. Students should wait there for University Police. Students are encouraged to ask an instructor, classmate or passer-by to stay with them until the police arrive.

D. Procedures for Emergency Evacuation of Campus: Campus will be evacuated for approaching hurricanes and other emergencies threatening campus.

a) Students are encouraged to review the emergency evacuation procedures and Hurricane Defense Plan located on the Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi website and in the student manual.

b) Students with disabilities needing special transportation assistance during emergencies should contact University Police at 361-825-4444 or by pressing the help button on any of the campus emergency ‘blue lights’.

c) Campus housing residents with disabilities: At the beginning of each semester, housing management and staff responsible for campus evacuation are informed by the DS office of the needs of residents with disabilities who will need assistance with emergency evacuation. Student residents should also discuss any special arrangements with the housing management. Students may request that a special sign be placed on their apartment to assist evacuation personnel.

VIII. Grievance Procedures

A. Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi (TAMU-CC) and the Disability Services (DS) office support students in their right to file a grievance when they believe equal access has been denied in regard to appropriate accommodations, modifications, auxiliary aids, or effective communication or when they believe they have been discriminated against as described in Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 or the Americans with Disabilities Amendments Act of 2008 (ADAAA).

B. TAMU-CC has general grievance procedures that apply to all students, which of course include students with disabilities. These procedures can be found in the Student Handbook.

C. There are also two additional grievance procedures established specifically for students with disabilities who feel their rights have been violated under the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 or the ADAAA.

1. The first procedure is recommended for resolving disability-related conflicts with faculty, staff, campus organizations and/or other students.

   a. A student is encouraged to discuss his/her concerns with the DS Director who will contact the parties involved, as appropriate, to determine resolution. For example the DS Director may attempt to resolve the situation by assisting the student in discussing issues with a faculty member, by facilitating a meeting of the parties involved, or by calling the faculty member and/or head of the department in an effort to clarify and resolve issues. In some instances, other DS staff may be consulted. The student, and other involved parties, will be notified by the DS office of the resolution
of the situation within 10 business days. Due to the urgency of many issues, it is likely that many problems will be resolved much sooner.

(b) A student may take further action if he/she does not believe a satisfactory resolution was reached after intervention by the DS Director. Students should notify the Dean of the appropriate College with disability-related academic concerns; the Office of Student Affairs for disability-related non-academic concerns; and the director of Equal Opportunity and Employee relations at 316-825-5826.

(2) The second procedure is recommended for resolving conflicts with the DS office and/or a particular DS staff person.

(a) When a student has a complaint against DS office and/or one of its staff members, the student should first discuss the complaint with the DS Director. Resolution of the issue may be reached at this level.

(b) If the complaint is not satisfactorily resolved or for a specific reason cannot be discussed with the DS Director, the student should contact the Dean of Students or Vice President of Student Affairs to discuss the issue further and explore resolution. After investigating the situation, the Dean of Students/Vice-President of Student Affairs will inform the student and the involved parties of progress, findings or resolution within 10 business days. A student has the right to bypass DS office and go directly to the Dean of Students/Vice-President of Student Affairs.

A student may also choose to file a complaint with the Federal Office of Civil Rights. As per the U.S. Department of Education “prior to filing a complaint with OCR against an institution, a potential complainant may want to find out about the institution’s grievance process and use that process to have the complaint resolved. However, a complainant is not required by law to use the institutional grievance process before filing a complaint with OCR. If a complainant uses an institutional grievance process and also chooses to file the complaint with OCR, the complaint must be filed with OCR within 60 days after the last act of the institutional grievance process.” More information can be found at:

http://www.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/docs/howto.html

IX. Association of Higher Education and Disability (AHEAD) Professional Standards

1. Administration

Responsibilities related to the administration or management of the office serving students with disabilities.

1. Develops program policies and procedures (e.g., required documentation, course substitutions).
2. Develops program services.
3. Maintains up-to-date knowledge of emerging issues in disability services (e.g., ADD/ADHD).
4. Identifies/establishes program goals.
5. Evaluates program services.
6. Communicates program activities, services, and outcomes to institutional administrators.
7. Supervise/trains program staff.
8. Develops/administers program budget.
9. Compiles reports on program activities/services.
10. Develops program brochure and handbook.
12. Evaluates program staff.
13. Interprets court/government agency rulings and interpretations affecting services for students.

2. Direct Service

Providing services directly to students or acting on behalf of students with members of the campus community.

1. Maintains confidential student records (e.g., documentation of disability).
2. Serves as an advocate for students with faculty or administrators.
3. Determines program eligibility for services based upon documentation of a disability.
4. Responds to inquiries from prospective students or their parents.
5. Consults with students about appropriate individualized accommodations based upon documentation.
6. Provides information to students regarding their legal rights and responsibilities.
7. Communicates information regarding program activities and services to students.
8. Consults with faculty regarding the instructional needs of students.
9. Consults with institutional administrators regarding the needs of students (e.g., department directors).
10. Consults with other campus departments regarding the needs of students (e.g., health services, residential life, admissions, counseling services).
11. Communicates information regarding program services to the campus community (e.g., admissions brochure, student catalog).
12. Arranges auxiliary aides for students.
13. Arranges individualized accommodations for students (e.g., testing accommodations).
14. Distributes program brochure or handbook to campus departments (e.g., health services, counseling services).
15. Processes complaints/grievances from students.
16. Provides personal/individual counseling to students relating to disability issues.
17. Coordinates assistants for students (e.g., notetakers, interpreters, readers).
18. Provides academic advisement to students relating to disability issues.
19. Provides counseling/advisement to enhance student development (e.g., self-advocacy).
20. Assists students in self-monitoring the effectiveness of accommodations.

3. Consultation/Collaboration

Working with campus or community personnel and agencies regarding students with disabilities or disability issues.

1. Consults with state, provincial, or community resources (e.g., rehabilitation services).
2. Collaborates with physical plant to ensure modifications to campus
3. Maintains up-to-date knowledge of adaptive technology.
4. Collaborates with campus architects to review or plan new construction and renovations.
5. Conducts campus-wide disability awareness activities (e.g., disability awareness day).
6. Communicates program activities to campus community (e.g., via campus newspapers).
7. Conducts outreach activities for high school students (e.g., college fairs, transition workshops).
8. Consults with campus personnel regarding job accommodations for Faculty and campus staff with disabilities.

4. Institutional Awareness

Providing training and expertise regarding disability issues to members of the campus community.

1. Serves on campus committees to develop institutional policies and procedures regarding students with disabilities.
2. Provides training for faculty regarding awareness of disabilities.
3. Serves on campus committees addressing regulatory issues affecting students with disabilities.
4. Provides training for campus staff regarding awareness of disabilities.
5. Responsible for organizing training for campus personnel regarding the legal requirements of serving students with disabilities.
6. Provides training for faculty regarding accommodations and auxiliary aides.
7. Provides training for institutional administration regarding awareness of disabilities.

5. Professional Development

Maintaining up-to-date professional knowledge and skill.

1. Attends conferences and professional development workshops.
2. Reads professional literature related to postsecondary education and students with disabilities.
3. Holds membership in professional organizations.